
ABSTRACT─ In MapReduce, many task scheduling 

algorithms have been proposed to enhance data locality 

and to shorten task turnaround time, but most of them best 

awareness on scheduling Map tasks, as opposed to 

scheduling reduce responsibilities. Hence, using them in a 

digital MapReduce cluster may motive a low reduce-data 

locality. Besides, most of present scheduling algorithms are 

designed to gain the node locality and rack locality for 

traditional MapReduce clusters, in preference to reaching 

the VPS-locality and Cen locality for virtual MapReduce 

clusters. Consequently, adopting them in a virtual 

MapReduce cluster might be not able to provide an 

excessive map-data locality. In order to offer the correct 

scheduling scheme for a tenant to attain a high map-and-

reduce information locality as well as enhance job 

performance in his/her virtual MapReduce cluster, on this 

paper we propose a hybrid job-driven scheduling scheme 

(JoSS) by way of presenting scheduling in 3 levels: job, 

Map task, and reduce task. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In present years, MapReduce has come to be a famous 

version for data-extensive computation. The 

schedulers are important in improving the 

performance of MapReduce/Hadoop in presence of 

multiple jobs with specific traits and overall 

performance goals. The endorse enhance the resource 

aware scheduling approach for Hadoop map-reduce 

multiple jobs jogging that pursuits to improving aid 

usage across a couple of digital machines whilst 

watching of completion time goals. The present 

algorithm impacts activity profiling data to 

dynamically alter the range of slots allocation based 

totally on process profile and aid utilization on every 

system, in addition to workload placement across 

them, to maximize the useful resource usage of the 

cluster. 

In a Hadoop cluster, the community links many of the 

sources have various bandwidth capabilities. 

Moreover, in a big cluster, the assets are regularly 

positioned far from each different. The Hadoop device 

distributes responsibilities a number of the sources to 

reduce a process’s of entirety time. However, Hadoop 

does not take into account the verbal exchange prices 

a number of the assets. In a huge cluster with 

heterogeneous sources, maximizing a project’s 

distribution can also result in large communication 

expenses. Therefore, the corresponding job’s finishing 

touch time could be prominent. 
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MapReduce is a processing method and a software 

model for dispensed computing based on java. The 

MapReduce algorithm contains two critical tasks, 

namely Map and Reduce. Map takes a hard and fast of 

data and converts it into some other set of data, where 

man or woman elements are broken down into tuples 

(key/value pairs). Secondly, lessen undertaking, which 

takes the output from a Map as an input and combines 

the ones information tuples right into a smaller set of 

tuples. As the collection of the name MapReduce 

implies, the reduce mission is continually carried out 

after the Map job. MapReduce is that it is 

straightforward to scale data processing over multiple 

computing nodes. Under the MapReduce version, the 

information processing primitives are called mappers 

and reducers. Decomposing a data processing utility 

into mappers and reducers is sometimes nontrivial. 

But, once we write application within the MapReduce 

form, scaling the software to run over loads, lots, or 

maybe tens of heaps of machines in a cluster is simply 

a configuration change. This easy scalability is what 

has attracted many programmers to use the 

MapReduce model. 

Many MapReduce Frameworks like Google 

MapReduce, Dryand, are to be had however the open 

supply Hadoop MapReduce is typically used. But 

going for walks a Hadoop cluster on a personal cluster 

isn't the same as strolling on public cloud. Public cloud 

permits to have digital cluster where assets may be 

provisioned or released as in line with the requirement 

of the utility in minutes. Executing MapReduce 

packages on cloud allows consumer to execute jobs of 

different necessities without taking any ache of 

making and keeping a cluster. Scheduling plays a chief 

function inside the overall performance of MapReduce 

Applications. The default scheduler in Hadoop 

MapReduce is FIFO Scheduler, Face book makes use 

of Fair Scheduler, and Yahoo makes use of Capacity 

Scheduler. The above schedulers are regular examples 

of schedulers for MapReduce application are first-

class appropriate for bodily static clusters, that can 

also serve the cloud structures with dynamic aid 

management, but those schedulers does no longer do 

not forget the functions tormented by virtualization 

used in cloud environments. Therefore, those is a want 

of dynamic scheduler which could schedule 

MapReduce packages primarily based at the 

capabilities of the software, Virtual Machines and 

locality of enter records to successfully execute these 

packages in hybrid cloud environment. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Shimin Chen, Steven W. Schlosser explained 

approximately three data-extensive and compute-in 

depth programs that have very unique traits from 

previous reported Map-Reduce applications. We find 

that even though we can easily implement a 

semantically accurate Map-Reduce program, 

achieving top performance is hard. For example, a 

computation that appears just like word counting at the 

primary sight might also flip out to have very 

exceptional traits, such as the range and variance of 

intermediate results, hence ensuing in sudden overall 

performance. 

 Brandyn White, Tom Yeh, Jimmy Lin, and Larry 

Davis studied the way to apply the MapReduce 

framework to a variety of practical pc imaginative and 

prescient algorithms: classifier training, sliding 

windows, clustering, bag-of-features, heritage 

subtraction, and picture registration. This work is 

meant to make this effective programming framework 

and associated layout patterns greater reachable to 

researchers running with visual records by using 
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filling in formerly omitted implementation details and 

strategies. 

Zhenhua Guo, Geoffrey Fox, Mo Zhou inspect data 

locality in depth for information parallel systems, 

among which GFS/ MapReduce is consultant and 

consequently our foremost studies target. We have 

mathematically modeled the gadget and deduced the 

connection among device factors and records locality. 

Simulations had been carried out to quantify the 

connection and some insightful conclusions were 

drawn which can assist to track Hadoop successfully. 

In addition, non-optimality of default Hadoop 

scheduling has been mentioned and surest scheduling 

set of rules based on LSAP has been proposed to give 

the pleasant information locality. We performed an 

intensive experiment to measure how our proposed set 

of rules outperforms default scheduling and exhibit its 

performance superiority. Above research uses records 

locality as a performance metric and the goal of 

optimization. Besides that, we investigated how data 

locality impacts the user-perceived metric of gadget 

overall performance: task execution time. Three 

scenarios – single-cluster, cross-cluster and HPC-

fashion setup, had been mentioned and real Hadoop 

experiments were carried out. It indicates information 

locality is vital to cluster deployments. Also it suggests 

the inability of Hadoop to cope with extensive network 

heterogeneity and inter-cluster connection is essential 

to overall performance. 

3. FRAMEWORK 

A. Overview of the Proposed System 

In this paper, we advise JoSS to correctly schedule 

MapReduce jobs in a digital MapReduce cluster by 

using addressing both map-data locality and reduce-

data locality from the attitude of a user.  In this 

proposed JoSS, we can do the job classification and it 

based on the ratio of predefined block size of reduce 

and Map jab, job classification can be classified into 

either a Map-Heavy (MH) or Reduce-Heavy (RH) job. 

By classifying jobs into Map-Heavy (MH) and 

Reduce-Heavy (RH) jobs and designing the 

corresponding rules to agenda each magnificence of 

jobs, JoSS will increase data locality and improves job 

overall performance. Furthermore, with the aid of 

classifying jobs into large and small jobs and 

scheduling them in a round-robin model, JoSS avoids 

task starvation and improves activity performance. 

JoSS includes three additives:  

1. Input-data classifier 

2. Task scheduler 

3. Task assigner 

The input-data classifier is designed to classify input 

statistics uploaded by way of a person into one of the 

sorts: web document as well as non-web document. A 

web document refers to a file such as loads of tags 

enclosed in angle brackets. By actually examining the 

first several sentences of a document, the input-data 

classifier can effortlessly know if it is a web document 

or now not. After the class, the input data classifier 

records the form of the input statistics in JoSS. 

B. JoSS Scheduling Policies 

Based on Job classification, JoSS used three types of 

scheduling policies. Those are; 
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Policy A: 

This policy is designed for a small Reduce-Heavy 

(RH) job. 

Policy B: 

This policy is designed for a small Map-Heavy (MH) 

job. 

Policy C: 

This policy is designed for a large job. 

In the figure, the locations of all blocks of a job over 

three datacenters. Since data center2 holds the largest 

number of job’s unique blocks (i.e., four), policy B 

will schedule four Map tasks of job to data center2 to 

process B1, B2, B3, and B5 by appending the four Map 

tasks to the end of MQ2. After that, data center1 still 

holds one unscheduled block of job (i.e., B4), and data 

center3 still holds two unscheduled blocks of job (i.e., 

B4 and B6).  

 

Hence, policy B will schedule the remaining two Map 

tasks of job to data center3to process B4 and B6 by 

inserting the two Map tasks to the end of MQ3. Finally, 

due to the fact that data center2 holds the maximum 

number of unique blocks of job, policy B schedules all 

reduce tasks of job to data center2 by appending them 

to the end of RQ2. 

Whenever receiving a MapReduce process from a 

person, the task scheduler decides the sort of the job 

after which schedules the process primarily based on 

one in all policies A, B, and C. The task assigner then 

decides a way to assign a task to a VPS every time the 

VPS has an idle slot. 

C. Variations of JoSS 

The Hybrid Job-Driven Scheduling Scheme (JoSS) 

has two variations such as 

1. Task-driven Task Assigner (TTA)  

2. Job-driven Task Assigner (JTA) 

Task-driven Task Assigner 

Whenever VPS has an idle Map slot, TTA 

preferentially assigns a Map task from MQ to VPS 

based on the Hadoop FIFO algorithm. The aim is to 

preferentially execute all newly submitted jobs one by 

one and obtain their filtering percentage values to 

determine their job classifications. However, if 

MQFIFO is empty, TTA assigns one of the first Map 

tasks from all the other map-task queues of data center 

in a round-robin fashion such that tasks can be 

assigned quickly and job starvation can be avoided.  

Job-driven Task Assigner 

JTA, which in fact is very similar to that of TTA. The 

only difference is that JTA always uses the Hadoop 

FIFO algorithm to assign a Map task from each map-

task queue so as to further improve the VPS-locality. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this experiment, we use the MapReduce to run the 

input jobs.  
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After, run the input jobs, we can run the JoSS TTA and 

JoSS JTA algorithms. 

 

Finally, we can compare the job processing time of the 

both algorithms of the JoSS. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We conclude that, in this paper we introduced a novel 

hybrid job-driven scheduling algorithm (JoSS). JoSS 

classifies the jobs into two Map-Heavy (MH) and 

Reduce-Heavy (RH) jobs. The JoSS has two variations 

namely Task-driven Task Assigner (TTA) and Job-

driven Task Assigner (JTA). The TTA provides fast 

task assignment and the JTA enhance the VPS locality. 
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